Zombie Apocalypse Preparation

What paperwork and items does your family need to get a hold of if you are ever incapacitated?

What's your family's procedures for handing emergency situations when everyone is away from home? Heavy storms? Power outages?

Planning for emergencies is the best way to ensure you've been responsible for everything under your control when things get out of your control. In this week's episode the gruesome twosome baton down the hatches and hunker down for emergency planning preparedness.

Grab your manual crank radio and listen in.

If you have ideas for future episodes please send them to steve at philofaxy dot com

Show Notes (timings approximate)
00:00 Introductions
01:00 Events that can lead to you needing your planner
03:00 October 1987 storm in UK
04:00 Utility company details
04:40 Home binder
05:30 Have emergency money available
06:30 Information bank split
07:30 In case of an emergency information
09:00 Pet owners information
10:00 No internet! Make a note of your ISP
11:00 Home emergency go bag
12:00 Electronic calendars
14:00 Backing up your planner to Evernote (video)
14:30 Names and phone numbers of team member in an emergency
15:00 Credit card details and contact information
15:45 Bookmarks and passwords for accounts stay at home
17:00 Electronic copies of documents
18:20 What is in your Go-bag
19:00 Know where your family are located
20:00 Telephone call chain
22:30 Carry your prescriptions for medication
24:30 On Steve's To-Do list
26:00 Karine's win story
28:00 *DIY Fish Inserts*

There are numerous template files on our [Files page](#) you can download and use for a lot of this information we mention in this podcast